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Spo76p Is a Conserved Chromosome
Morphogenesis Protein that Links
the Mitotic and Meiotic Programs

Second, chromosomes remain in this extended configu-
ration for a long time, presumably to accommodate the
complex events of meiotic interhomolog interactions
(pairing, recombination, and synaptonemal complex
[SC] formation). Third, meiotic prophase includes the
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tion of those ends into and out of the bouquet configura-France
tion (review in Zickler and Kleckner, 1998). These events†Lehrstuhl für Allgemeine Botanik
are all completed by the end of pachytene. The meiosis-Ruhr Universität
specific structures (AE/SC) then disintegrate, and afterD-44780 Bochum
a transient diffuse stage, chromosomes compact pro-Germany
gressively into their metaphase conformation just as
during the corresponding mitotic stage (review in von
Wettstein et al., 1984). Notably, also, meiotic prophase

Summary is followed by two rounds of chromosome segregation.
During mitosis, sister chromatid connections lapse first

Spo76p is conserved and related to the fungal proteins along the chromatid arms at the metaphase/anaphase
Pds5p and BIMD and the human AS3 prostate prolifer- transition and then, at the onset of anaphase, in centric
ative shutoff-associated protein. Spo76p localizes to regions. The same two phases occur during meiosis
mitotic and meiotic chromosomes, except at meta- except that arm connections lapse at the first meiotic
phase(s) and anaphase(s). During meiotic prophase, division while centric connections lapse only at the sec-
Spo76p assembles into strong lines in correlation with ond division (review in Nicklas et al., 1995; Moore and
axial element formation. As inferred from spo76-1 mu- Orr-Weaver, 1998).
tant phenotypes, Spo76p is required for sister chroma- Mechanisms responsible for the basic processes of
tid cohesiveness, chromosome axis morphogenesis, chromosome morphogenesis and for specializations
and chromatin condensation during critical transitions during the meiotic program are not yet fully understood.
at mitotic prometaphase and meiotic midprophase. Insights into mitotic chromosome metabolism, and es-
Spo76p is also required for meiotic interhomolog re- pecially the essential process of sister chromatid cohe-
combination, likely at postinitiation stage(s). We pro- sion, have emerged recently from genetic and cytoge-
pose that a disruptive force coordinately promotes netic studies in budding and fission yeasts and by
chromosomal axial compaction and destabilization of biochemical approaches in Xenopus egg extracts (re-
sister connections and that Spo76p restrains and viewed by Hirano, 1999). Analysis of molecules like
channels the effects of this force into appropriate mor- Mcd1/Scc1p (related to Rad21p), Scc3p, Smc1p, and
phogenetic mitotic and meiotic outcomes. Smc3p, currently proposed as cohesion proteins per se

(Guacci et al., 1997; Michaelis et al., 1997; Toth et al.,
1999 and references therein), showed that sister chro-Introduction
matid cohesion is functionally related to other aspects
of chromosome metabolism. The mcd1 mutant is alsoChromosome morphogenesis involves a number of ba-
defective in chromosome compaction (Guacci et al.,sic stages, elucidated for both the mitotic cycle and
1997), and several cohesion mutants display hypersen-meiosis. Chromosomes replicate, with concomitant es-
sitivity to DNA-damaging agents, suggesting a link be-tablishment of sister cohesion (e.g., Uhlmann and Na-
tween chromosome structure and DNA repair (review insmyth, 1998). At early–mid prophase, chromosomes are
Hirano, 1999).still relatively extended; from late prophase and into

Genetic and cytogenetic analyses have also beenmetaphase, higher order axial condensation (coiling/
powerful tools for dissection of meiotic chromosomefolding) arises, yielding chromosomes compact enough
morphogenesis (e.g., Moore and Orr-Weaver, 1998). Allfor separation at the ensuing division (reviewed in Kosh-
known mutants defective in meiotic chromatid cohesionland and Strunnikov, 1996).
exhibit premature loss of sister centromeric connectionsThe meiotic version of this program involves several
during meiosis I with subsequent abnormal chromo-specialized differentiations. First, at early–mid pro-
some segregation. The Drosophila meiS322 mutant ap-phase, chromosomes are highly ordered, with sister
pears specifically defective in maintaining centric con-chromatids organized into parallel, cooriented linear
nections at meiosis I (e.g., Tang et al., 1998). Otherarrays of loops, closely conjoined at their bases by the
mutants (e.g., Sordaria spo76-1, fission yeast rec8, andaxial element (AE) (e.g., Moens and Pearlman, 1988).
budding yeast red1) exhibit, additionally, cohesion de-
fects along the arms as early as prophase plus defects
in AEs (Moreau et al., 1985; Molnar et al., 1995; Smith‡ To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: zickler@
and Roeder, 1997; Bailis and Roeder, 1998). The maizeigmors.u-psud.fr).
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et al., 1993). Finally, the Drosophila ord mutant exhibits
early prophase defects and absence of sister cohesion
prior to metaphase I (Bickel et al., 1997). Correspond-
ingly, MEI-S332 protein localizes to centromere regions
from prometaphase I to anaphase II (Moore et al., 1998),
while Red1p localizes along chromosomes throughout
prophase (Smith and Roeder, 1997). Notably, except for
meiS322, these mutants are also defective in meiotic
recombination, suggesting that critical aspects of mei-
otic interhomolog interactions are functionally related to
the intersister interaction process (e.g., Kleckner, 1996;
Roeder, 1997).

To shed light on the relationships among these diverse
processes, we have further analyzed the roles of the
Sordaria SPO76 gene. Previous studies have shown that
the spo76-1 mutant is defective in meiotic sister chroma-
tid cohesion and mitotic DNA repair (Moreau et al., 1985;
Huynh et al., 1986). Here, we report cloning of SPO76,
Spo76p localization throughout mitosis and meiosis,
and further analysis of spo76-1 phenotypes. Such analy-
sis is facilitated by the fact that Sordaria chromosomes Figure 1. Spo76p and Its Three Cognate Proteins
are large enough to be directly visualized in all stages For sequence alignments, see the website ,http://www.cell.com/
of both programs. Spo76p is an evolutionarily conserved cgi/content/full/98/2/261/DC1..
protein with homologs in fungi and in human. Spo76p
is chromosome associated in both mitosis and meiosis
except at metaphase(s) and anaphase(s). During meiotic change a region of 60 aa in the Spo76 protein (Figure
prophase, Spo76p is mostly axis associated. A specific 1). spo76-1 is unlikely to be a null allele (see Discussion).
spo76-1 defect occurs at mitotic prometaphase, with The SPO76 ORF encodes a potential protein of 1579
cohesion and compaction coordinately affected on a amino acids (aa) with a predicted molecular mass of
regional basis. This phenotype points to the existence 176.9 kDa and an average pI of 5.4. Database searches
of a critical chromosomal transition point, correspond- plus evaluation of the quality of alignment expressed by
ing to the onset of higher order chromosome compac- the Z parameter (Slonimsky and Brouillet, 1993) show
tion, where cohesion and chromosome condensation that the predicted Spo76p shares significant homology
are functionally linked and where Spo76p plays a crucial with three proteins and the putative products encoded
role. The meiotic defects of spo76-1 can be explained by two cDNA fragments. The three proteins are BIMD
analogously, with the addition of a program-specific dif- of Aspergillus nidulans (Denison et al., 1992), Pds5p of
ference that correlates with meiosis-specific features Saccharomyces cerevisiae (accession Q04264), and an
of Spo76p chromosome localization. These and other androgen-induced prostate proliferative shutoff-associ-
results suggest that Spo76p is a conserved component ated protein encoded by the human AS3 gene (Geck et
of basic chromosome structure that has been recruited al., 1999). Percentages of identity are, respectively, 44%,
from the mitotic cycle and functionally adapted for use 30%, and 22%; Z scores are 84, 38, and 24. The two
in the meiotic program. incomplete proteins are a 390 aa fragment from Schizo-

saccharomyces pombe (accession AF049529) and an
851 aa fragment of the human KIAA0648 protein (acces-Results
sion AB014548), with percentages of identity of 32%
and 23% and Z scores of 31 and 18. Notable features ofSpo76p Is Evolutionarily Conserved

from Fungi to Human the four complete proteins (Figure 1) include numerous
potential PEST sequences, proposed to target proteinsThe SPO76 gene was cloned from a Sordaria mac-

rospora genomic cosmid library by transformation and for proteolysis (Rechsteiner and Rogers, 1996); bipartite
nuclear localization signals (bipartite NLS in Spo76p,SIB selection (Akins and Lambowitz, 1985). The SPO76

gene was mapped to the only major open reading frame BIMD, and Pds5p); and putative DNA-binding motifs (leu-
cine zipper in Pds5p and AS3; helix loop helix in AS3).(ORF) present on a complementing 6.4 kb PstI-SmaI

fragment by the strategy of Turcq et al. (1990). The
SPO76 ORF comprises 4791 bp, interrupted by two Spo76p Localizes to Foci on Chromosomes

at All Stages of the Mitotic Cycle Exceptsmall introns (of 62 bp and 73 bp), whose presence was
confirmed by sequencing of corresponding cDNAs. To Metaphase and Anaphase

The cytological localization of Spo76p was determinedverify that we had cloned the SPO76 gene and not a
suppressor, the spo76-1 allele and the wild-type allele using epitope- and reporter-tagged versions of the pro-

tein, carrying carboxy-terminal additions of, respec-from the isogenic parent strain were also sequenced.
The spo76-1 allele differs from the isogenic wild-type tively, a triple hemagglutinin (HA) epitope and green

fluorescent protein (GFP). Each construct, when intro-by two deletions: a 1 bp deletion causes a frameshift,
but the reading frame is subsequently restored by the duced into a spo76-1 strain, complemented the spo76-1

meiotic and sporulation defects with exactly the samesecond deletion of 11 bp. The two mutations together
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Figure 2. Spo76p Localization during Mitosis and Meiosis

(A–C) Mitotic prophase nuclei stained with (A) Spo76-GFPp (the nucleolus is visible left of the foci) and (B) corresponding DAPI; (C) Spo76-
HAp. (D–S) Meiosis. (D) Karyogamy nucleus with short Spo76-GFPp lines at chromosome ends (arrowheads). (E) Corresponding DAPI. Spo76-
GFPp stains as continuous lines along the chromosomes of leptotene (F), early zygotene (G), and pachytene (H) nuclei. (I–O) Nuclei stained
with Spo76-HAp. (I) Leptotene. (J) Spread early zygotene; the arrow points to homologous nonsynapsed regions. Pachytene bivalents show
clear punctuate pattern with either matching (K) or in staggered (L) rows of spots (indicated by the arrowhead). (M) Diffuse stage. (N) Diplotene
with corresponding (O) DAPI (arrowhead points to one of the seven bivalents). (P) Spo76-GFPp in diffuse stage and corresponding DAPI (Q)
at corresponding focus level. (R) Metaphase I and corresponding DAPI (S) with arrow indicating three bivalents. Bars, 5 mm.

efficiency as the 6.4 kb complementing subclone: the smaller and more numerous (range 40–70; compare Fig-
average number of complemented transformants per ures 2C and 2A). In all cases, foci were much brighter
transformation (4 in total) was 10.5 for -HA, 9.8 for -GFP in telophase and prophase nuclei than in interphase
and 9.5 for the 6.4 kb subclone. nuclei.

Spo76p staining is exclusively observed in nuclei.
Spo76p localizes as foci in nuclei of all mitotic stages

Spo76p Localizes along Meiotic Chromosomesexcept metaphase and anaphase. The disappearance
as Foci at Early and Late Prophaseof Spo76p at prometaphase precedes any discernible
and as Lines at Midprophaseseparation of sisters (the metaphase/anaphase transi-
By both approaches, meiotic prophase nuclei are moretion). Foci are best defined in nuclei from cells of the
brightly stained than any other nuclei of either vegetativesexual cycle, which are larger (Figures 2A and 2B). Such
or sexual cycles. Meiotic stages can be defined indepen-nuclei exhibited z27 Spo76-GFPp foci (range 19–36
dently of chromosome status by three criteria: the ascusamong 100 nuclei representing all relevant cell cycle
length, which increases 10-fold from leptotene to meta-stages). Foci were usually seen located along the chro-
phase I; the nucleolar shape and localization when com-mosomes, but in nondividing nuclei they sometimes also
pared to the chromosome mass; and the nuclear volume,occurred outside of the main chromosome area. Spo76-

HAp gave the same results except that foci were both which increases progressively (5-fold) during prophase.
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Before karyogamy, Spo76-GFPp is observed in foci.
Concomitant with nuclear fusion, these foci become or-
ganized into short lines, a change that initiates preferen-
tially at the chromosome ends (Figures 2D and 2E).
Thereafter, Spo76-GFPp stains as continuous lines
along the lengths of all unsynapsed (leptotene), synaps-
ing (zygotene), and synapsed (pachytene) chromo-
somes (Figures 2F–2H).

Spo76-HAp exhibits this same staining pattern except
that finer details can be seen. At early leptotene, each
chromosome has a single continuous line of regularly
spaced dots plus some fainter foci in what we infer
to be the peripheral chromatin (Figure 2I). From late
leptotene to midpachytene, continuous lines are ob-
served, though vigorously spread chromosomes exhibit
contiguous regularly sized dots at these stages as well
(illustrated for early zygotene in Figure 2J). At late pachy-
tene, however, a punctuate pattern of staining is always
seen, with linear rows of dots (2.07 6 0.2 foci per mm
along 50 bivalents) that are more prominent and less
regular in spacing and size than earlier (Figures 2K and
2L). Interestingly, foci on homologs do not always occur
at matching positions (arrowhead in Figure 2L).

Spo76p was shed from the bivalents at diplotene by
both approaches, but with slightly different patterns.
For Spo76-HAp, the bright pachytene punctuate pattern
(Figure 2L) is rapidly lost when cells enter the diffuse
stage preceding diplotene (Figure 2M), and diplotene
nuclei contain only small foci spread over the entire
chromatin mass (Figures 2N and 2O). For Spo76-GFPp,
in contrast, early diffuse-stage nuclei still contain seven
bright lines, but these are no longer axes associated,
as deduced from the fact that they are seen in a different
focal plane from the chromatin mass of the bivalents
(Figures 2P and 2Q). These lines subsequently break
into smaller spots until, finally, GFP fluorescence is lost
after middiplotene. With respect to external staging cri- Figure 3. MPM-2 Staining of Meiotic Prophase Nuclei
teria (above), assembly and disassembly of Spo76p into (A) Spread wild-type late zygotene; arrow points to two synapsing
and out of linear arrays during meiotic prophase I corre- homologs. (B) Corresponding DAPI. Lines of fine dots seen along

each chromosome are similar in wild type (A) and spo76-1 (C) zy-spond closely to the formation and disassembly of AEs.
gotene nuclei; the nucleolus is stained in both strains. (D) PachyteneFurthermore, the earliest segments of AE, like the earli-
wild-type nucleus with faint chromatin staining (arrow); MPM-2 sig-est linear arrays of Spo76p foci, tend to occur at chromo-
nal is clearly narrower than the DAPI staining (E). Double-stainedsome ends. Finally, by both approaches, Spo76p is not pachytene nucleus with MPM-2 antibody (F) and Spo76-GFPp (G).

detected on metaphases or anaphases I (Figures 2R The GFP signal is less bright than in (H) due to the longer fixation
and 2S) and II but reappears along chromosomes as needed for the double labeling. Spo76-GFPp pachytene nucleus (H)
foci at telophase I, prophase II, and telophase II. Thus, and corresponding DAPI (I). Bars, 5 mm.
as during mitosis, Spo76p is seen on meiotic chromo-
somes at all stages except metaphase(s) and ana-

staining pattern of both the mitotic and meiotic nucleiphase(s).
when present in a wild-type strain background as whenOverall, the two tagged Spo76p give similar staining
present in a spo76-1 background (data not shown).patterns, though Spo76-GFPp tends to give more uni-
Thus, protein localization is not affected by the presenceform or continuous staining than Spo76-HAp. While we
of the mutant protein or by an extra amount of wild-cannot exclude a true difference between the two situa-
type protein.tions, it is equally possible that the underlying distribu-

tion of Spo76p is the same for both versions of the
MPM-2 Defines a Narrower Staining Patternprotein. Regions of greater abundance may alternate
along Meiotic Chromosomeswith regions of lesser abundance, with peculiarities of
Than Does Spo76pthe two detection systems accentuating or minimizing
The monoclonal phosphoprotein antibody MPM-2 (Da-this variation. For example, the Spo76-HAp signal might
vies et al., 1983) recognizes topoisomerase IIa in mitoticbe attenuated in regions of lower protein abundance
chromosome scaffolds (e.g., Taagepera et al., 1993). Indue to absence of specific epitopes. Oppositely, the
Sordaria, this antibody stains the chromosomal axesSpo76-GFPp fluorescence might give a strong signal at
during meiotic prophase (Figures 3A and 3B). Rows oflow protein level but saturate at high protein level to
discrete and almost contiguous foci are seen along thegive an apparently smoother distribution.

The SPO76 GFP-tagged sequence exhibited the same lengths of leptotene, zygotene, and early pachytene
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spo76-1 mutation were seen at prometaphase. First,
while prometaphase nuclei are rare in wild-type mycelia
and protoplasts (5/100 nuclei), they were frequently ob-
served in spo76-1 (60/100), implying prolongation of this
stage in the mutant. Second, mutant chromosome mor-
phology and morphogenesis are significantly altered. In
wild-type mitoses, chromosome compaction proceeds
smoothly from modest chromosome individuality at pro-
phase to a fully compacted metaphase condition; more-
over, sister chromatids are never discernibly distinct
(Figure 4C) until anaphase. In spo76-1 prometaphases,
in contrast, (a) chromosomes exhibit segments in which
sister chromatids are distinctly separated from one an-
other (arrowhead in Figure 4D); (b) chromatin has a mark-
edly fuzzy appearance (compare Figures 4D and 4C);
(c) chromosomes are longer than normal for this stage;
and (d) some chromosome segments or arms exhibit
a kinky appearance, indicative of higher order coiling/
folding (arrow in Figure 4D), again a morphology never
observed in the 100 analyzed wild-type nuclei. Interest-
ingly, the sister chromatid cohesion and the axial com-
paction phenotypes vary in concert along the chromo-
some arms (Figure 4D; Discussion).

However, despite these differences at prometaphase,
mutant and wild-type nuclei are essentially indistin-
guishable at later stages. During the metaphase/ana-
phase transition, spo76-1 chromosomes are as compactFigure 4. Mitotic Phenotypes
as wild-type chromosomes, and sisters are no longer(A–F) Hematoxylin-stained mitotic nuclei (LM). Protoplast wild-type
separated (Figure 4E). Furthermore, chromosome segre-(A) and spo76-1 (B) prophase nuclei. (C) Wild-type prometaphase.
gation at anaphase (Figure 4F) is qualitatively normal.(D) Chromosome arms with either discernibly separated (arrowhead)

or conjoined kinky chromatids (arrow) in an early spo76-1 prometa- First, spo76-1 protoplasts examined at regular intervals
phase nucleus. (E–G) spo76-1. (E) Metaphase. (F) Two synchronous for 24 hr after their preparation do not produce dead
anaphases (arrowheads). (G) Electron micrograph of a metaphase cells, and their nuclei exhibit the same size—both strong
spindle; small arrowheads indicate chromosomes; large arrowhead indications that chromosome segregation is regular (ab-points to the SPB. n, nucleolus. Bars, 5 mm (LM) and 0.5 mm (EM).

sence of aneuploidy). Second, anti-tubulin immunofluo-
rescence revealed that mitotic spindles showed no
gross abnormalities. Third, electron microscopy con-

chromosomes in both wild type (Figure 3A) and spo76-1
firmed that spo76-1 chromosomes, microtubules, and

(Figure 3C). The MPM-2 signal is much narrower than
SPBs were similar to wild type, at least in premeiotic

the DAPI signal at all times and, at pachytene, forms a mitoses (Figure 4G). Finally, despite a prometaphase
single line running down the middle of the bivalent (Fig- pause, spo76-1 exhibits an essentially normal growth
ures 3D and 3E). However, some peripheral chromatin rate at a wide range of temperatures (138C, 238C, 308C,
staining can be observed, for example, as tiny, faint foci and 348C).
in a halo around the axial signal (e.g., arrow in Figure
3D). Staining is no longer detectable after pachytene. spo76-1 Exhibits Axial Element Splitting plus

MPM-2 and Spo76p staining (above) are contempora- Coordinate Absence of Synaptonemal
neous. Interestingly, the MPM-2 signal is narrower than Complex Formation
the Spo76-GFPp signal (Figures 3F and 3G). In fully The ultrastructural hallmark phenotype of the spo76-1
synapsed bivalents, the Spo76-GFPp lines define a nar- mutant was splitting and discontinuity of AEs at midpro-
rower region of each bivalent than that of DAPI-stained phase (Moreau et al., 1985). Serial reconstructions of 20
chromatin, implying preferential localization of Spo76p prophase nuclei, nine available from previous work and
in the vicinity of the chromosome axes (Figures 3H and eleven more made for the current study, revealed addi-
3I). Thus, while both signals are axis associated, the tional spo76-1 defects. In wild type, AEs are formed as
MPM-2 epitopes appear to be more tightly localized to small stretches just after karyogamy and are complete
the bases of the chromatin loops than is Spo76p. This at leptotene for all chromosomes. The same is true for
result suggests that Spo76p may establish sister cohe- spo76-1 except that AEs were clearly less dense and
sion in relationship with, but immediately above, the AEs more irregular in shape than in wild type (compare Fig-
(i.e., in a “supraaxial” position). ures 5A and 5B). Since wild-type AEs are less regular

at early than at late leptotene, the spo76-1 mutation may
spo76-1 Exhibits Defective Mitotic Chromosome “exaggerate” these early phenotypes.
Morphogenesis at Prometaphase Wild-type zygotene and pachytene nuclei always
but Not at Later Stages show, respectively, seven synapsing and regularly syn-
The effect of spo76-1 on mitosis was examined by light apsed SCs. Mutant nuclei, in contrast, were all abnor-
and electron microscopy. Prophase was normal (com- mal, in several respects. Most AEs showed split seg-

ments, with all split AEs being half as wide as unsplitpare Figures 4A and 4B), but striking effects of the
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implying that sister chromatids fully separate prema-
turely (Moreau et al., 1985). To understand this pheno-
type, we performed a detailed LM study of spo76-1
meiosis.

The mutant shows normal fruiting-body development,
implying that premeiotic stages including karyogamy
are occurring normally. In wild-type prophase, chromo-
somes are straight and clearly individualized from lepto-
tene (Figure 6A) through pachytene (Figures 6B and 6C).
The corresponding spo76-1 nuclei, in contrast, showed
mainly kinky and diffuse chromosomes (compare re-
spectively Figures 6D, 6E, and 6F). The presence of
kinkiness (arrowheads in Figures 6D and 6E) implies
some tendency for folding/coiling of mutant chromo-
somes, a feature never observed during wild-type mei-
otic prophase (Figures 6A–6C). In addition, spo76-1
chromosomes exhibited coordinate regional defects in
sister cohesion and homologous synapsis from late lep-
totene onward (e.g., arrows in Figure 6F; Discussion).
Thus, the AE and SC defects are also reflected at the
level of bulk chromatin.

Wild-type chromosomes exit pachytene into the dif-
fuse stage, where chromosome individualization is lost,
and then reemerge into diplotene, where sister chroma-
tids are closely juxtaposed but homologs are separated
except at chiasmata. While the diffuse stage was grossly
similar in both strains (Figures 6G and 6H), the onset of
diplotene in the mutant showed important differences.
In wild-type nuclei, chromatin condenses progressively,Figure 5. Electron Micrographs of Sectioned AEs
and all bivalents show chiasmata (Figure 6I). In spo76-1,AEs from (A) wild-type and (B) spo76-1 leptotene nuclei. (C) Section
chromosomes come out of the diffuse stage less com-in a spo76-1 nucleus showing both split AEs (arrows) and a half
pacted than in wild type (compare Figure 6J with 6I).AE (arrowhead). (D) Reconstruction of four spo76-1 chromosomes

illustrative of the different mutant phenotypes; thick lines indicate Furthermore, when diplotene condensation starts, 28
unsplit AEs and thin lines, split AEs. Cen, centromere; RN, recombi- chromosomes emerge (Figure 6K and compare with 6L).
nation nodule; n.e., nuclear envelope. Bars, 0.5 mm. Since the mutant still exhibited seven bivalents at pachy-

tene, albeit with a tendency for sister splitting, additional
loss of cohesion must occur specifically during the dif-

ones (arrowhead in Figure 5C). Overall, few AEs could fuse stage–diplotene transition.
be followed from telomere to telomere because split At prometaphase and metaphase I, the final degree
regions, whose two “half AEs” extended widely from of chromosome compaction (Figures 6K and 6L) and
one another (Figure 5D), were often broken. The total spindle formation (Figures 6M and 6N) is similar in both
AE length (split plus unsplit) per nucleus was, however, strains. At anaphase I, the 28 chromosomes of the mu-
approximately normal (79–86 mm versus 86–96 mm in tant segregate randomly on an elongated spindle (Figure
wild type), suggesting that discontinuities reflect primar- 6N). The mutant also undergoes a cell cycle arrest at this
ily breaking, rather than disassembly of AE components. stage: 2-week-old asci still exhibit elongated spindles,
Nuclei contained only 2–11 SC pieces per nucleus, rep- whereas wild-type asci form eight ascospores after 4
resenting 10% of the wild-type SC length. Interestingly, days. Presumably, since individualized sister chroma-
split AE and SC morphologies varied coordinately along tids cannot undergo bipolar alignment, absence of ten-
the chromosomes; when SC was present, AEs were sion activates the spindle attachment checkpoint (see
intact, and in regions with split AEs, SCs were absent, Nicklas et al., 1995). Only 1%–5% of the asci go through
though a few segments exhibited unsynapsed but un- meiotic second division, and even fewer form asco-
split AEs. Also, virtually all centromeric regions (identifi- spores. None of the 200 tested ascospores ever germi-
able as fuzzy densities irrespective of AE/SC status) nated (versus 99% germination in wild type).
remained connected by a piece of SC or two intact AEs
(Figure 5D). spo76-1 Is More Defective for Late Recombination

Nodules Than for Formation of Dmc1p
and Rad51p Focispo76-1 Exhibits Diffuse, Kinked, and Partially

Split Chromosomes at Meiotic Midprophase Since a spo76-1 homozygote produces no viable asco-
spores, recombination levels cannot be measured.plus Full Sister Separation and Delayed

Chromosome Compaction at Moreover, since chromatid cohesion is lost before diplo-
tene, recombination cannot be evaluated by countingDiplotene/Prometaphase

A striking feature of spo76-1 meiosis is that, by LM, 28 chiasmata. A role for SPO76 in recombination can, how-
ever, be inferred by analyzing recombination nodules.chromosomes are regularly observed at metaphase I

rather than the 7 bivalents seen in wild type (n 5 7), In Sordaria, as in other organisms, SC-associated late
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Figure 6. Meiotic Phenotypes

Wild-type leptotene (A), zygotene (B), and
pachytene (C) nuclei. The spo76-1 chromo-
somes are kinky (arrowheads) in all leptotene
(D) and zygotene (E) nuclei. (F) Mutant pachy-
tene nucleus in which chromosome regions
show either widely (arrow) or slightly (arrow-
head) separated chromatid regions. Wild-
type (G) and mutant (H) diffuse stage. (I) Wild-
type diplotene nucleus with clear chiasmata
(arrow). (J) Mutant diplotene. Although mu-
tant chromatids are separated (K), condensa-
tion is similar in mutant (K) and wild-type (L)
prometaphase chromosomes. Wild-type (M)
and mutant (N) metaphases I. n, nucleolus.
All nuclei are stained by hematoxylin. Bars,
5 mm.

recombination nodules (LNs) correspond to crossovers meiotic recombination is initiated. In wild-type Sordaria
nuclei, as in yeast, each of the two antibodies localized(Zickler et al., 1992). The mean number of LNs (Figure

7A) in homozygous spo76-1 is about one-sixth the wild- to foci only on leptotene and early zygotene chromo-
somes (Figures 7B and 7C), with z25–35 foci per nucleustype level: 4.1 (range 2–6 in 16 pachytene nuclei) versus

z25 (range 23–26 in 100 pachytene nuclei) in wild type, (50 analyzed). Precise counting of foci along each biva-
lent is impossible, as spreading of nuclei at these stagessuggestive of a reduction in crossovers. Since mutant

SCs are discontinuous, one cannot rule out that addi- is difficult.
In homozygote spo76-1 nuclei (Figures 7D and 7E), ational LNs might occur in regions lacking SCs, but the

reliability of the LN findings is further supported by the 30% reduction was observed in the number of Dmc1p
and Rad51p foci (18–24 in 50 leptotene/early zygotenefact that the 1/spo76-1 heterozygote, which has normal

SCs, exhibits a z40% reduction in both LNs and cross- nuclei). Also, contrary to wild type, all mutant nuclei
(50 observed) showed 3–8 bright Rad51p foci at earlyovers (Zickler et al., 1992).

In yeast, where most or all meiotic recombination pachytene (according to external staging criteria). The
high level of Rad51/Dmc1p foci in spo76-1 suggestsevents are initiated by meiosis-specific double-strand

breaks (DSBs), immunostaining foci of Dmc1p and that recombination initiation is nearly normal. The con-
trast with the low level of LNs suggests a strong defectRad51p appear only when DSBs have occurred (e.g.,

Bishop, 1994). Thus, analysis of Dmc1p or Rad51p foci specifically in the later stages of recombination, at least
for events associated with crossovers.should provide insight into the efficiency with which
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in the G1-S interval (Denison et al., 1992). The fact that
proliferative shutoff of human prostate cells requires the
androgen-induced expression of the AS3 gene (one of
the two potential human homologs of SPO76) (Geck et
al., 1999) could be explained analogously; in this case,
hormone-induced (over)expression of AS3p might pre-
vent entry into mitosis. It would also be interesting to
know whether the two roles of the fungal protein, in the
divisions and at G1-S, might be implemented by the two
different human Spo76 homologs.

Spo76p is unrelated in sequence to any of the known
yeast or Xenopus cohesins (review in Hirano, 1999). In-
terestingly, however, the conditional lethal phenotype
conferred by the bimD6 mutation can be suppressed by
a mutation in the gene encoding SUDA, the Aspergillus
homolog of the cohesin protein Smc3p (Holt and May,
1996). Furthermore, the timing of Spo76p localization is
similar to that observed for Xenopus cohesins, which
also are depleted from chromosomes at or before meta-
phase (Losada et al, 1998). Thus, the possibility remains
open that Spo76p is an additional member of the cohe-

Figure 7. LN and Rad51p Localization sins complex. In any case, while one cannot exclude
very low levels of Spo76p remaining on chromosomes,(A) Electron micrograph of a mutant SC piece with associated LN

(arrow). Rad51p foci in squashed early zygotene wild-type (B) and particularly since it reappears at telophase, the timing
mutant (D) nuclei and their corresponding DAPI (C and D). Bars, 0.5 of Spo76p localization points to roles other than mainte-
mm in (A) and 5 mm in (B–E). nance of sister cohesion at the metaphase/anaphase

transition.
Spo76p is also required for normal meiotic chromo-Discussion

some morphogenesis. The spo76-1 mutation confers
pronounced defects in intersister cohesion and chromo-Spo76p Is a Conserved Chromosome
some compaction during prophase. Those defects areMorphogenesis Protein
closely related, but not identical, to those seen at mitoticSpo76p is evolutionarily conserved from yeast to human.
prometaphase. Meiotic recombination is also defective.Fungal homologs are BIMD (A. nidulans) and Pds5p (S.
Meiotic phenotypes of pds5 have not been reported, butcerevisiae). The Sordaria SPO76 gene can complement
bimD mutants are sterile (D. v. H., unpublished results).the temperature-sensitive lethality conferred by a bimD6
Spo76p is found associated with chromosomes in themutation (D. v. H., unpublished results), implying direct
meiotic program similarly as during the mitotic programfunctional homology between the cognate proteins. Ac-
except for increased continuity at meiotic prophase, acordingly, existing mutants of SPO76, BIMD, and PDS5
difference concordant with meiosis-specific aspects ofshow interrelated defects in chromosome morphogene-
this period. These findings (below) suggest that Spo76psis during the mitotic cycle. The spo76-1 mutant is
is a component of basic chromosome structure recruiteddefective in sister chromatid cohesiveness and chromo-
and functionally adapted for the meiotic program.some compaction at prometaphase and is hypersen-

sitive to DNA damage (above). At nonpermissive tem-
perature, the bimD mutants show random chromosome A Critical Role for Spo76p at the Transition

from Prophase to Prometaphaselocalization along the spindle and anaphase arrest, phe-
notypes consistent with a cohesion defect; at permis- in the Mitotic Cycle

The spo76-1 chromosomes are morphologically normalsive temperature they exhibit DNA damage hypersensi-
tivity (Denison et al., 1992). The pds5 mutant exhibits at all stages of the mitotic cycle except at prometa-

phase. This stage corresponds to the transition betweenprecocious dissociation of sister chromatids (SGDID
S0004681). Since BIMD is an essential gene (Denison et the extended prophase chromosome configuration and

the more compact metaphase configuration. The spo76-1al., 1992), the same is likely true of SPO76, with spo76-1
being a specialized, non-null allele. phenotype fits with the notion that the onset of higher

order compaction represents a discrete transition pointInterestingly, Spo76p is also significantly homologous
to the products encoded by two human sequences. in chromosome morphogenesis, in which Spo76p may

play a critical role. Interestingly, also, mutant nuclei ac-Since the BIMD gene occurs as a single copy in the
Aspergillus genome (Denison et al., 1992), a gene dupli- cumulate at the point of the defect, implying that exit

from prometaphase is delayed for structural and/or reg-cation might have occurred during evolution, possibly
with concomitant functional specialization of the two ulatory reasons.

The prometaphase mutant phenotype includes de-genes. Two facts suggest that SPO76, while required
for both mitotic and meiotic divisions, may also play a fects in sister chromatid cohesion, axial shortening, and

chromatin compactness, which points to functional co-crucial role during the G1-S interval. First, Spo76p is
present in all nondividing nuclei. Second, overexpres- ordination among these three different aspects of chro-

mosome morphogenesis. A mutant situation in whichsion of the BIMD gene is lethal because it blocks cells
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sister cohesion and chromosome compaction are coor- Both include chromosomal diffuseness; each involves
a prominent defect at a specific transitional stage; anddinately disrupted was first described for yeast mcd1
in both cases, chromosome arms exhibit a binary re-(Guacci et al., 1997). Interestingly, the spo76-1 defects
sponse in which some regions exhibit split sisters andvary in concert, from region to region along the chromo-
a less ordered conformation, while other regions exhibitsome arms: a split and loose morphology alternates
unsplit sisters and a more ordered conformation. In-with a conjoined and tight morphology that includes
deed, in a precise analogy, wide separation of split AEspronounced kinking. This pattern provides strong evi-
could imply local chromatin bulkiness, which precludesdence that the three different aspects of chromosome
intimate juxtaposition of nonsister axes into the SC,morphology not only involve common components but
while unsplit regions might have more compact chroma-are directly coupled at the mechanistic level. A similar
tin and thus be able to make SCs. Also, in both cases,situation has also been observed for Indian muntjack
centromeres remain largely unaffected. It is thereforemitotic chromosomes (Gimenez-Abian et al., 1995). In
tempting to envision that meiotic leptotene/zygotenethat system, prometaphase corresponds to a transition
transition is, in fact, the meiotic equivalent of the mitoticbetween prophase chromosomes having a single con-
prophase/prometaphase transition, with Spo76p play-joined linear core (silver stained) and metaphase/ana-
ing analogous roles in both situations.phase chromosomes having two cores that are split and

There is, however, one obvious difference betweenkinked. Chromosomes progress through intermediate
the two transition points: the mitotic prophase/prometa-morphologies, and the first of these is essentially identi-
phase transition signals the onset of higher order chro-cal to the spo76-1 prometaphase: along the chromo-
mosome folding/coiling, while during meiosis this phasesomes, regions of conjoined kinked cores alternate with
does occur much later, after the diffuse stage. This dif-regions of straight, less well-defined, and separated
ference can be explained by saying that the same trig-cores.
gering chromosomal transition occurs in both cases butOn the basis of these data, we could suggest that the
in meiotic midprophase does not provoke chromosomeprophase to metaphase transition involves the imposi-
coiling/folding due to the extra stiffness/resistance fromtion of special forces on the chromosomes as required
the chromosomes, which have structurally prominent,for initiation of higher order compaction and that Spo76p
very straight axes (AEs) as compared to their mitoticis required for chomosome integrity during this transi-
prophase counterparts. Such a scenario is supportedtion, as part of the force transduction mechanism. In
directly by the fact that spo76-1 exhibits chromosomespo76-1, the force or stress is imposed normally but
kinking from late leptotene through pachytene. This find-then relieved, on a region by region basis, either by loss
ing implies that some sort of force for axial compactionof both cohesion and chromatin compactness or by a
is exerted at the appropriate stage and, moreover, thatrelatively normal process in which cohesion and com-
Spo76p is required for the normal block to such compac-pactness are maintained and axial coiling/folding occurs
tion. Furthermore, the fact that Spo76p exhibits morebut in an attenuated form. The presence of Spo76p on
continuous staining along the chromosome axes duringprometaphase chromosomes, but not at metaphase,
meiotic than during mitotic prophase provides a directwould further suggest that Spo76p normally leaves the
structural correlate for such a meiosis-specific role. Inchromosomes either concomitant with, or as a conse-
further support of the occurrence of a disruptive forcequence of, these events.
as a normal feature of leptotene/zygotene, there is also
clear evidence for a tendency for individualization of

Critical Roles for Spo76p during Recombination sister chromatids at this transition in other organisms
and at Two Transition Points during Meiosis as exemplified by 3D analyses of maize meiosis (Dawe
A strong meiotic defect in spo76-1 chromosome mor- et al., 1994 and references therein).
phogenesis is first observed at late leptotene, after AEs The spo76-1 mutant is also defective in meiotic re-
are fully formed. This defect includes general chromo- combination. In budding yeast this process occurs pro-
some diffuseness plus splitting of AEs. Since nuclei can gressively during prophase with DSBs at leptotene, strand
be found in which splitting of AEs (EM) or bulk sister exchange intermediates at zygotene/early pachytene, and
chromatin (LM) have occurred in the absence of SC recombinant products appearing at mid/late pachytene
formation (EM) or homologous synapsis (LM), AE split- (Padmore et al., 1991; Schwacha and Kleckner, 1997).
ting appears to precede SC formation (i.e., zygotene). The finding that spo76-1 exhibits high levels of Dmc1p

The fact that SC forms only in regions of unsplit AEs and Rad51p foci at leptotene, but a strong deficit of
could reflect an intrinsic inability of SC to form between LNs at midzygotene/pachytene, points to a defect in the
“half AEs.” SCs can, however, form perfectly normally recombination process between these two stages (i.e.,
in such a situation: in the Coprinus mutant spo22, which at the same midprophase period where chromosome
skips premeiotic S phase, single chromatids form AEs morphogenesis is especially aberrant). Since many or
and these “half AEs” synapse into regular SCs (Pukkila all stages of meiotic recombination occur in spatial as-
et al., 1995). Thus, we favor the alternative interpretation sociation with the chromosome axes (review in Kleck-
for spo76-1 that AE splitting and formation of SCs with ner, 1996; Roeder, 1997), it is tempting to link the re-
unsplit AEs comprise two alternative responses, imple- combination defect with an underlying defect in axial
mented on a region-by-region basis, to a single underly- chromosome morphogenesis, specifically one that is
ing problem that arises at the leptotene/zygotene tran- related to intersister cohesion. Thus, during meiotic pro-
sition. phase, we could suggest that Spo76p again serves as

The meiotic midprophase spo76-1 phenotype is strik- a transducer of a disruptive chromosomal transition,
as during mitotic prometaphase, except that now theingly similar to the mitotic prometaphase phenotype.
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Tris-HCl (pH 7.8), 10 mM EDTA, 2% sarkosyl, 1 vol % b-mercaptoeth-disruptive force is met by the resistance of axial stiffness
anol; RNA was precipitated with LiCl and purified with a RNeasyand is channeled into another type of outcome, one
Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen). Poly(A1) RNA was isolated by oligotex mRNArelated to recombination. Kleckner (1996) has proposed
Mini Kit (Qiagen). All sequence reactions used the DyeDeoxy Termi-

that the decision as to whether recombinational interac- nator, Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied) and were analyzed on a 373
tions will yield crossover or noncrossover products is DNASequencer (Applied).
determined at the leptotene/zygotene transition (e.g., at

Cytologythe transition from DSBs to strand exchange products)
Cells were processed for immunofluorescence as described inby the imposition and relief of tension/stress along the
Thompson-Coffe and Zickler (1994). Primary antibodies used werechromosomes. It was further proposed that this process
anti-HA 3F10 (Boehringer Mannheim) at 1:4000; MPM-2 (kindly pro-

has evolved by modification of an analogous progres- vided by P. N. Rao) at 1:750; and anti-Dmc1 and anti-Rad51 (Bishop,
sion that normally induces chromosome coiling/folding 1994) at 1:1000. Secondary antibodies were Jackson FITC anti-rat
along mitotic chromosomes at prometaphase so as to (Interchim) or CyTM3 anti-rabbit (Jackson) at a dilution of 1:100

and 1:4000, respectively. Controls included the use of primary orminimize intersister connections. This model accounts
secondary antibodies alone. EGFP was visualized using the Zeissfor all of our results.
filter set for FITC and for GFP. In total, four HA and five GFP trans-Once meiotic chromosomes exit pachytene and pass
formants were analyzed. All cells were observed on a Zeiss Axioplan

through the diffuse stage, an additional defect becomes microscope and images captured by a CCD Princeton camera, or
apparent: when chromosomes reemerge at diplotene, on T-Max 400 film.
sister chromatids are fully separated. Mitotic chromo- For LM, cells were fixed in fresh Lu’s fixative (butanol, proprionic

acid, and 10% aqueous chromic acid, 9:6:2 v/v). After 10 min ofsomes, in contrast, do not exhibit this feature at any
hydrolysis at 708C, cells were stained in two drops of 2% hematoxy-stage. Perhaps the additional disruptive forces of the
lin mixed on the slide with one drop of ferric acetate solution.diffuse stage (during which strong chromatin deconden-

For EM, asci were fixed in 2% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate
sation takes place), which does not occur during the buffer (pH 7.2) for 3 hr, postfixed in phosphate-buffered 2% osmium
mitotic cycle, acts upon the already compromised tetroxide for 1 hr, and dehydrated through an alcohol series. Asci
spo76-1 chromosomes to further exaggerate the defect; were embedded in Epon 812 at 608C for 24 hr. Serial sections were

mounted on Formvar-coated single hole grids and stained in aque-alternatively, or in addition, Spo76p might play a second,
ous uranyl acetate for 30 min, followed by lead citrate for 10 min.meiosis-specific role at this point (e.g., via effects in

the peripheral chromatin where Spo76-GFPp is seen
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